News from Gjerfloen Flyfishing

Updated information from Gjerfloen Flyfishing about fishermen, catches, insects, water-level, weather and other details of interest.

Unusual catch in Trysil river at Plassen

Sunday afternoon 26th of May a tourist made an unusual catch from the east bank of the river downstream the bridge at Plassen. **He hooked a rivermussel!** Hooking a river mussel is a seldom incident anywhere even if there are lots of them. What makes this catch remarkably rare is that none ever have seen or heard that this specie was existing in this part of the river at all. Measures: Lenght 108 mm, width 55 mm.

The first graylings are seen rising!

Sunday the 26th of May several graylings are observed rising at Plassen. Even if we have had some rain the last two days and the water level has been going up a little, we can definitely say that **FLYFISHING SEASON HAS STARTED!** This is nearly two weeks earlier than normal. This fenomena was in fact expected
because of the very early spring we had this year.

**Norwegian Championship Flyfishing 2002**

in Trysil 3rd - 4th of August.

Gjerfloen Flyfishing will be one of the arenas of this event. Because of this arrangement no fishing licences will be available this week-end.

**Norwegian State Fishing Licence**

The State Fishing Licence, "fisketrygd", is no longer needed for freshwater fishing in Norway. **Though**, if you are going for sea-trout or salmon fishing, you still need this licence.